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Slow and Steady Wins the Race: Learning and the Innovation Process

Abstract

How should incumbent firms innovate in IT-based services in the long term? Past empirical research and conventional wisdom suggest that firms should be fast during the radical and incremental phase. We challenge this view in the context of the knowledge economy. We contend that incumbent firms can either be fast during the radical phase or during the subsequent incremental phase of the innovation process. We draw on the innovation and organizational learning literature to argue that sequential combination of modes of learning during the innovation process explains this phenomenon.

We show that incumbent firms that learn through the path of internal knowledge creation during the radical phase followed by external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase will be slow at initial radical innovation but fast at subsequent incremental innovations. In contrast, incumbent firms that learn through any other path will be faster at radical innovation but slower at incremental innovations. We study the innovation in IT-based service of online retail banking over nine years (from 1995 to 2003) using archival data. Analysis of a longitudinal data set of 89 incumbent U.S. banks provides evidence for the thesis.
Chapter 1: Introduction

Bancorp South Bank was fast at online transactional banking as compared to many competitors. In mid 1997, Bancorp South started offering basic online transactional banking services like balance inquiry, fund transfer, and bill payment. The key technology underlying these services was the online banking platform. This software was licensed from nFront (Online Banking Report, 1999). Among Bancorp's competitors, JP Morgan Chase bank went online in early 1999, about two years after Bancorp South's online banking website. The online banking software had been developed in-house (Online Banking Report, 1999). Had the story ended here, at the early stage of this new product category, one would conclude that Bancorp South bank won the race in developing its online banking website.

However, in the next growth stage after the radical innovation of online banking, JP Morgan Chase bank licensed complementary technologies from nine companies. For example, it licensed technological components for its wireless infrastructure from Tantau software (Bank Systems and Technology, 2001) and technology for internet payroll processing from Powerpay.com (Bank Systems and Technology, 2001). By 2003, JP Morgan Chase had introduced six incremental online banking services. The basic online banking website was developed by introducing incremental services like e-lending, e-brokerage, e-insurance, e-cash management, check image and wireless banking. In contrast, Bancorp South did not license any complementary technologies. It became slow at developing its online banking services. By 2003, Bancorp South had introduced only three incremental online banking services.

This story raises some interesting questions: Despite being fast at developing the radical innovation of online banking, why was Bancorp South bank slow at subsequent
incremental innovations? In contrast, JP Morgan Chase had been relatively slow at developing its online banking and yet fast at incremental innovations. Why? Such stories are common in today's knowledge economy\(^1\) which is characterized by information technology (IT)-based services\(^2\) like online banking, online travel agencies, online procurement, online purchase and distribution of digital products like online songs, data analysis software, e-books and others (see Dodge, 2005; Tellis and Golder, 2001).

In general, how should incumbent firms innovate in IT-based services in the long term? Should these firms focus on being fast initially or does slow and steady win the race in the long term? Can strategies other than being fast initially better explain speed of innovation in the long term? By asking these research questions, we seek to unravel strategies that allow incumbent firms that are slower at initial radical innovation in IT-based services to be faster at subsequent incremental innovations in the long term.

Typically, past literature has failed to unravel the dynamics of competing at innovations over time. Some past literature has focused on studying competition in

---

\(^1\) Knowledge-based economies are defined as "economies which are directly based on the production, distribution and use of knowledge and information" (OECD, 1996: p7). There are three characteristics of a knowledge economy. First, it emerges from an industrialized economy based on natural resources and labour like the U.S. or the European Union in the early '90s. Second, there is a shift in demand from manufactured goods like cars, planes, electric light, type writers to a predominance of IT-based services like online flight reservations, online banking, online consulting, online casinos, online commerce, across broad sectors of the economy, including manufacturing, communications, trade and services (Dawson et al., 2006; Eashington and Swenson, 2002). Third, the shift to IT-based services results in economic prosperity and growth. This is exemplified by the growth in the 90's of the U.S. economy (U.S. Department of Commerce, 2000). Literature also uses other terms like weightless economy (Quah, 1999), new economy, digital economy in referring to this phenomenon.

\(^2\) We define IT-based services as electronic systems that enable electronic commerce transactions and electronic business processes. These electronic systems are composed of codified knowledge in the form of three resources: software resources i.e. information processing instructions, data resources i.e. formal language and network resources like internet, intranet and extranets (O'Brien and Marakas, 2006). Further, the development of these electronic systems requires integration of software with customer information, firm processes and supporting IT infrastructure (Momma, 2000). Hardware like computers, servers and other devices serve as supporting infrastructure for IT-based services (Mesenbourg and Atrostic of the U.S. Census Bureau, 2001). For example, IT-based services like online package tracking services require development of software that records information about the location of the package at regular intervals of time. This software also records customer information associated with the package. Finally, the software is integrated into the source code of a web site and hosted on the internet through servers.
innovating among new entrants and incumbent firms as an outcome at a point in time. Specifically, this research studies competition between new entrants and incumbent firms in being fast during the early stage of a new product category (see Schumpeter, 1934, 1950; Christensen, 1993; Teece, 1986; Tripsas, 1997; Rothaermel, 2001; Hill and Rothaermel, 2003; Ahuja and Lampert, 2001). An example is the competition between new biotechnology companies and incumbent pharmaceutical companies to develop biopharmaceuticals during the mid '70s. In contrast to these studies, we focus on competition between incumbent firms during the early and growth stage of a new IT-based service.

In addition, some past literature studies the positive performance implications of being fast either in the early or the growth stage of a new product category (see Bond and Lean, 1977; Urban et al., 1986; Robinson and Fornell, 1985; Parry and Bass, 1990; Kalyanaram and Urban, 1992; Lieberman and Montgomery, 1988; Kerin et al., 1992; Robinson et al., 1994; Kalyanaram, Robinson and Urban, 1995). We do not challenge the performance benefits of being fast at innovation. Instead we build on recent literature that stresses the importance of performance benefits of being fast specifically during the growth stage (e.g. Jones, 2003; Banbury and Mitchell, 1995). Hence, we ask the research question: How should incumbent firms innovate in IT-based services in the long term?

In the past literature, research concludes that firms which are fast at radical innovation in the early stage will be able to develop more incremental innovations over time (Robinson and Fornell, 1985; Robinson, 1988). This research includes only goods from the industrialized economy. Moreover, the conclusion of these studies is widely considered to be applicable to the knowledge economy. This is reflected in popular press which is unanimous about the need to be faster than the competition at radical innovation, specifically in the knowledge economy. A recent article in Business Week (2006) titled
'Speed Demons' focuses on the need of speed in the knowledge economy. This is considered especially true for electronic businesses and has lead to the coining of a new term 'Internet Speed'. Hence, past literature and conventional wisdom suggest that speed at radical innovation is beneficial in the industrialized economy and especially in the knowledge economy. We challenge this view in the context of the knowledge economy. Our thesis is that some incumbent firms that are initially slow at radical innovation in IT-based services can be faster at subsequent incremental innovations than incumbent firms that are initially fast at radical innovation. We explain this by drawing on the literature on organizational learning and innovation.

In the process, we make three contributions to the past literature: First, we view and measure innovation as a dynamic process \(^3\) so as to extend the above mentioned literature on competition in innovating at a point in time. We specify that innovation begins with a radical phase (i.e. the early stage of a new IT-based service category) and is followed by an incremental phase (i.e. the growth stage of a new IT-based service category). This approach allows us to study the development of a single radical innovation during the radical phase and its subsequent incremental development during the incremental phase. In contrast, past literature views innovation as a static event categorized into two types: radical and incremental. Hence, past literature has been restricted to studying competition in innovation as an outcome at a point in time or as two outcomes occurring in different product categories at one point in time. An example of the latter is the literature on ambidextrous firms that compete simultaneously across product categories at the same time (Tushman and O'Reilly III, 1996; Birkinshaw and Gibson, 2004). In contrast to this past literature, we focus on a single IT-based service category and view it dynamically.

\(^3\) Based on existing conceptual and empirical research on the nature of innovation (Tushman and Anderson, 1986; Henderson and Clark, 1990)
Second, we study the context of innovation in IT-based services in the knowledge economy so as to extend the literature on innovating over time that focuses mostly on goods from the industrialized economy. Moreover, the context of knowledge economy is important in today’s world because the shift from industrialized to knowledge economy has become an important agenda for advanced economies. This is exemplified by the emerging commitment of economies like the European Union to move towards being a leader in the knowledge economy (European Council, 2000).

The study of competition at innovation over time in the context of IT-based services is also important for academics who have argued that the shift from industrialized to knowledge economy requires an extension of existing approaches to strategy (Lloyd, 2004). Strategies on competing at innovation over time are expected to differ for IT-based services as compared with goods and pure services. This expected shift in strategy is attributed to the knowledge component of IT-based services. This knowledge component differentiates IT-based services from goods and pure services in-terms of their effect on firm strategy, industry applicability and economic changes. From a firm perspective, IT-based services require integration of software with customer information, firm processes and IT infrastructure (Momma, 2000). From an industry perspective, IT-based services can emerge in varied industries, from manufacturing to pure services industries. For example, online retail banking represents a powerful radical innovation in IT-based service for the retail banking services industry (Chandy et al., 2003). Similarly, digital photography represents a powerful radical innovation for the silver halide photography industry (Santi, 2003). Further, from an economic perspective, IT-based services are considered to have

---

4 IT-based services enable electronic commerce and electronic business processes by supporting transaction of information. For example, b-to-c, b-to-b, c-to-b and c-to-c transaction of digital products like e-books, music files and games over the internet; or transaction of information like online brokerage services, package tracking services, online news, online consulting, consumer forums, online virtual games, online c-to-c auctions, online flight check-in. IT-based services also include internal firm transaction of information through use of ERP systems, example for managing internal operations like streamlining of procurement processes, conducting and re-engineering production processes, aiding research and development.
challenged conventional economic theory by allowing the co-existence of economic growth and low inflation in the knowledge economy (Greenspan, 1998). These characteristics of IT-based services indicate that they can emerge across varied industries and they have considerably different effects on firms and the economy as compared to goods and pure services. Hence, it is important to study competition at innovation over time in the context of IT-based services.

Third, we take a knowledge-based view (Nonaka 1994; Grant, 1996; Spender, 1996; Winter, 1987) of competition between incumbent firms to innovate IT-based services over time. A comparison of knowledge-based view of the firm with other theories indicates that it can provide insights in the context of innovations (see Foss, 1996). Specifically, we use this theoretical approach to develop arguments based on the path-dependent nature of learning. In so doing, we show that incumbent firms which focus initially on internal learning are slower at radical innovation but faster at subsequent incremental innovations compared to firms that do not focus on internal learning. Hence, we demonstrate that past research that studies the effect of the speed of radical innovation on the speed of incremental innovations has failed to consider the crucial role of learning during the innovation process. This has led to overly simplistic expectations about the positive effect of the initial speed on future speed.

Further, the choice of knowledge-based view as a theoretical approach is crucial in studying the context of innovation in IT-based services. IT-based services differ from goods and pure services in terms of being composed of codified knowledge and requiring integration with customer information, firm processes and supporting IT infrastructure. Hence, a study of innovation in IT-based services is essentially about developing new knowledge. The knowledge-based view of the firm is thus best suited as a theoretical approach to study this context.
In the next section, we present the conceptual framework and discuss the key variables. Then we present arguments to justify our hypotheses on the effects of modes of learning during the radical phase on innovation outcomes over time and on choice of mode of learning during the incremental phase. The following sections describe the empirical context, discuss the models used for testing the hypotheses and present the results. We end with a discussion of the implications and limitations of this research.
Chapter 2: Conceptual Framework and Hypotheses

We draw on the innovation (Tushman and Anderson, 1986; Henderson and Clark, 1990), organizational learning (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Prencipe, 1997, 2000) and knowledge-based view of the firm (Grant, 1996; Spender, 1996; Nonaka, 1994; Winter, 1987; Nelson and Winter, 1982) literature to develop the following conceptual framework (see Figure 1). In this framework, we view innovation in IT-based services as a process comprising a radical phase followed by an incremental phase. The radical phase involves the commercialization of the radical innovation while the incremental phase involves the incremental development of the radical innovation, resulting in many incremental innovations over time. Learning during each phase of the innovation process can occur through two modes: internal knowledge creation or external knowledge transfer. Incumbent firms’ choice of mode of learning during the radical phase affects the speed of radical innovation (Figure 1a). This choice of mode of learning during the radical phase also affects the ability to use different modes of learning during the incremental phase (Figure 1b). Furthermore, the sequential path of mode of learning during the radical and incremental phases affects the speed of incremental innovations (Figure 1c).

**Figure 1: Conceptual Framework**

![Figure 1: Conceptual Framework](image_url)
We now discuss the key components of our conceptual framework: the innovation process and learning.

**Innovation as a process**

We view innovation in IT-based services as a process that unfolds over time. The innovation process consists of a radical phase followed by an incremental phase. Both the phases lead to commercialization of new IT-based services. The radical phase is characterized by the commercialization of a radical innovation and is accompanied by technological as well as market uncertainty within an industry (Garcia and Calantone, 2002). The introduction of online banking in the mid to late 90’s is a recent example of an IT-based service that is a radical innovation for the traditional retail banking sector (see Chandy et al., 2003).

A radical innovation in IT-based services creates technological uncertainty because it involves introducing a new electronic system that differs substantially from existing technology in the industry (based on Chandy and Tellis, 1998). From a knowledge-based view, a radical innovation in IT-based services is based on new codified and un-codified knowledge that differs substantially from existing codified and un-codified knowledge in the industry. For example, online banking is based on standard Internet protocols, while traditional banking is based on electronic data interchange (Banks, 2001). Additionally, technological uncertainty during the radical phase arises because there is no consensus among stakeholders within the industry about a commonly accepted architecture with standard components and linkages among components for the radical innovation (Abernathy and Utterback, 1978; Anderson and Tushman, 1990; Afuah, 1998). In the case of online banking, two key components are online banking platforms and servers (Starita, 1999). During the radical phase, both these components made use of different meta-languages such as Extensive Mark-up Language (XML), and Open Financial Exchange.
This lack of consensus during the radical phase results in intense competition among firms to get their design of the radical innovation adopted by a majority of stakeholders within the industry as the standard or the dominant design (Anderson and Tushman, 1990; Sahal, 1981).

Further, a radical innovation causes market uncertainty because a new market infrastructure with new competitors, suppliers and customers begins to emerge (Garcia and Calantone, 2002). For the retail banking sector, online banking led to the possible emergence of new computer-savvy customers, suppliers of technology and technology-savvy competitors. Thus, technological and market uncertainty characterise the radical phase.

The **incremental phase** begins with the emergence of a dominant design (Tushman and Anderson, 1986; Sahal, 1981; Wade, 1995) and is followed by the commercialization of many incremental innovations of the new IT-based service over time. From a knowledge-based view, incremental innovations in IT-based services are based on new codified and un-codified knowledge that builds on existing knowledge of the radical innovation in IT-based services. In the case of online banking, the incremental phase began with the adoption of the Open Financial Exchange (OFX) standard as the dominant design. Emergence of a dominant design implies that the underlying radical technology is well understood by majority of stakeholders in the industry and that the new market infrastructure has developed well. This reduces technological and market uncertainty (Abernathy and Utterback, 1978).

Further, the incremental phase involves the introduction of many incremental innovations in an industry through two steps. First, components of the radical innovation are incrementally developed in terms of performance, quality and price (Dosi, 1982;
Malerba, 1992). Second, these incremental components are then integrated into the existing architecture of the radical innovation to develop incremental innovations (Henderson and Clark, 1990). For example, the incremental phase for online banking involved development of incremental online banking innovations like e-lending, e-brokerage, e-insurance, e-cash management, check image and wireless banking (Furst et al., 2002, 2000). Development of many incremental innovations forces firms to compete on the basis of the number of incremental innovations that they develop.

Now, we discuss the nature of learning in terms of modes of learning and their relation to knowledge.

**Learning**

The key output of learning is **knowledge**. In this study, we focus on the ‘codifiability’ dimension of knowledge (Zander and Kogut, 1995). Codifiability is the degree to which knowledge can be represented by symbols. Based on this dimension, we differentiate between two types of knowledge: un-codified and codified knowledge. **Uncodified knowledge** is knowledge that has not been articulated and is not in a communicable form. This knowledge consists of tacit and latent knowledge. Tacit knowledge is difficult to articulate and only exists in the form of experiences (Polanyi, 1958; Nonaka, 1994; Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). On the other hand, latent knowledge can be articulated and communicated but remains unarticulated because firms do not have any incentive to articulate it (Agrawal, 2006). For example, software programming skills like writing source code represents tacit knowledge, while the knowledge of possible errors in writing source code for a particular software program represents latent knowledge. Further, **codified knowledge** is knowledge that has been articulated and is in a communicable form, like formal language, symbols and objects. An Enterprise Resource

---

5 In the literature, codified knowledge is also termed as explicit knowledge (e.g. Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995).
Planning (ERP) system\(^6\) for a bank or any other firm is an example of such codified knowledge (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995; Choo, 1998). Thus, both codified and un-codified knowledge are key outputs of learning.

**Learning** is the process of developing knowledge through acquisition, combination and conversion of codified and un-codified knowledge\(^7\) (based on Nonaka, 1994). Learning occurs through two major modes: internal knowledge creation and external knowledge transfer. We define learning through **internal knowledge creation** as a process of learning-by-doing within the firm that involves acquisition, combination and conversion of codified and un-codified knowledge. An example of internal knowledge creation is the development of software for an ERP system. Because internal knowledge creation is a process of learning-by-doing, by definition, it is a slow and uncertain process. Furthermore, because internal knowledge creation leads to un-codified and codified knowledge, it enables the firm to comprehend external similar or related codified knowledge across different fields (based on ‘absorptive capacity’ concept (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990)). For example, a software developer of an ERP system can comprehend the language and source code of off-the-shelf Customer Relationship Management (CRM) software which is often an adjunct to an ERP system. Further, firms that learn through internal knowledge creation develop the ability to combine internal and external codified knowledge. This is seen in the case of a software developer of an ERP system who understands the changes in source code necessary for integrating a CRM software package with an ERP system.

---

\(^6\) An ERP system is an electronic system composed mainly of software, servers and operating system, which is used for structuring information flow within any firm around the firm’s processes.

\(^7\) Literature uses other conceptual terms like assimilation, transformation and exploitation to indicate combination and conversion (see Zahra and George, 2002).
We now discuss the learning mode of external knowledge transfer. We define learning through **external knowledge transfer** as a process of acquisition and combination within the firm of codified knowledge developed outside the firm. An example of external knowledge transfer is the licensing of an ERP system by a firm. Because external knowledge transfer uses knowledge developed by other firms, it is a fast and certain process. On the other hand, because external knowledge transfer does not lead to the development of un-codified knowledge within the firm, it does not enable the firm to comprehend external similar or related codified knowledge across different fields (based on ‘absorptive capacity’ concept (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990)). For example, a firm that licenses an ERP system cannot comprehend the language and source code of off-the-shelf CRM software. Further, firms that learn through external knowledge transfer do not develop the ability to combine internal and external codified knowledge. This is seen in the case of a firm that licenses an ERP system because it cannot understand the changes in source code necessary to integrate CRM software. Hence, learning through external knowledge transfer and internal knowledge creation not only differ in terms of processes but also in terms of the resulting firm capabilities.

We now extrapolate the links among the key components of our conceptual framework.

**Modes of learning and innovation process**

Incumbent firms can choose to learn through internal knowledge creation or external knowledge transfer in each phase of the innovation process. In our conceptual framework we propose that choice of mode of learning during the radical phase has an impact on a) innovation outcomes in the radical phase, b) the mode of learning in the incremental phase, and c) innovation outcomes in the incremental phase.
For instance, consider a firm that commits to **external knowledge transfer during the radical phase**. Assume that this firm licenses an ERP system. Such a firm will be faster at radical innovation such as an ERP system since it acquires codified knowledge from another firm. On the other hand, this firm will be constrained in its ability to use external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase since it cannot comprehend and evaluate external similar or related codified knowledge during the radical phase. Thus, a firm that licenses an ERP system will not be able to choose appropriate CRM software with compatible language and source code. Also, external knowledge transfer during the radical phase leads to fewer incremental innovations because of lack of ability to integrate external codified knowledge at the component level with the architecture of the radical innovation. Therefore, the firm that licenses an ERP system will find it very difficult to integrate it with a licensed CRM software package so as to incrementally develop the ERP system to manage customer relationships.

Now, consider a firm that commits to **internal knowledge creation during the radical phase**. Assume that the firm internally develops an ERP system. Such a firm will be slower at radical innovation such as an ERP system than a firm that uses external knowledge transfer since it is focused on developing un-codified and codified knowledge within the firm. This firm, however, will be able to use external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase since it can comprehend external similar or related codified knowledge. Thus, a firm that develops an ERP system will be able to choose appropriate CRM software with compatible language and source code. In addition, internal knowledge creation leads to a greater number of incremental innovations within a period of time because of its ability to integrate codified knowledge at the component level within the architecture of the radical innovation. Hence, the firm that develops an ERP system would be able to integrate the ERP system with a CRM software package so as to incrementally develop the ERP system to manage customer relationships.
We now draw on this framework to formulate hypotheses about the effect of modes of learning during the radical phase on choice of mode of learning during the incremental phase as well as on innovation outcomes in both phases.
Hypotheses

Modes of learning during the radical phase and speed of radical innovation

Past literature focuses either on the effect of internal knowledge creation or on the effect of external knowledge transfer on speed of innovations in general. Studies of internal knowledge creation consider this mode of learning to be important for innovations (see Madhavan and Grover, 1998; Leonard and Sensiper, 1998). A recent empirical study has shown that internal knowledge creation has a positive effect on speed of innovations in general (Smith et al., 2005). Conceptually, these studies emphasize the importance of internal un-codified knowledge.

Further, the studies of external knowledge transfer consider transfer and utilization of knowledge from outside the firm to be crucial for innovations (see Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Wuyts et al., 2004). Recent empirical studies have shown that external un-codified knowledge transfer has a positive effect on speed of innovations in general (e.g., Cavusgil et al., 2003; Agrawal, 2006). Conceptually, studies of external knowledge transfer emphasize the importance of external un-codified knowledge.

Thus, far past literature has failed to compare the positive effects of internal knowledge creation to the positive effects of external knowledge transfer on speed of innovations. Nor has the literature empirically examined the effect of either mode of learning on speed of radical innovation. Further, it neglects the role of codified knowledge in developing innovations and does not focus on innovation in IT-based services.
In this study, we explicitly compare the effect of internal knowledge creation and external knowledge transfer\textsuperscript{8} on speed of radical innovation in IT-based services. We use the knowledge-based view of the firm to argue that the development and use of capabilities (Grant, 1998) and routines (Nelson and Winter, 1982) underlying internal knowledge creation is a slow and difficult process with unpredictable innovation outcomes. Thus, on the one hand, we expect the process of internal knowledge creation during the radical phase to hinder speed of radical innovation. On the other hand, we argue that the development and use of capabilities (Grant, 1998) and routines (Nelson and Winter, 1982) underlying external knowledge transfer is a fast and easy process with predictable innovation outcomes. Thus, we expect the process of external knowledge transfer during the radical phase to facilitate speed of radical innovation.

Internal knowledge creation, by definition is a process of learning-by-doing within the firm that develops knowledge through acquisition, combination and conversion of codified and un-codified knowledge. Building on this definition, we argue that internal knowledge creation during the radical phase is a process that acquires, combines and converts codified knowledge regarding the radical technology to develop un-codified knowledge and codified knowledge in the form of radical innovation in IT-based services (based on Nonaka, 1994). An example of this is the case of incumbent banks that use codified knowledge regarding internet-related technologies to develop online banking websites. The process of internal knowledge creation during the radical phase can be viewed as occurring in stages. Each stage requires the development of routines and capabilities that underlie the interchange between codified and un-codified knowledge (based on Nonaka, 1994). The nature of these routines in terms of being fast or slow to execute and the nature of the capabilities in each stage in terms of being difficult or easy to

\textsuperscript{8} In this study, we use the term, 'external knowledge transfer' to indicate transfer of codified knowledge.
develop, ultimately determines the amount of time needed for the complete process and hence, the speed of radical innovation.

In the first stage, incumbent firms acquire codified knowledge regarding the radical technology through training and education of personnel (Smith et al., 2005). This is imperative at the beginning of the radical phase because incumbent firms lack internal knowledge about the radical technology (Chandy and Tellis, 1998). For example, banking personnel learn about internet protocols and meta-languages like XML, OFX, HTML (Hyper Text Mark-up Language) and others. The routines underlying training and education are inherently time consuming.

In the second stage, incumbent firms combine this codified knowledge regarding the radical technology with existing codified knowledge in the firm (Nonaka, 1994). This combination requires the development of creative problem framing and vision-enacting capabilities in teams (Prencipe, 2001). Creative problem framing articulates a problem that might not be obvious and vision-enacting provides a visionary solution that does not already exist in the industry. An example of creative problem framing in the retail banking industry is the identification of the technical limitations in existing technology that precluded development of efficient long distance transactional banking services for retail customers. Similarly, a visionary solution would be to propose the development of an online banking platform that supports transactional processes and is integrated with the front-end user interface and the existing back-end core banking legacy processors (Starita, 1999). Hence, this stage requires capabilities like creative problem framing and vision-enacting in order to combine codified knowledge regarding the radical technology with existing codified knowledge in the firm. These capabilities are difficult and time consuming for firms to develop (Leonard and Sensiper, 1998).
In the third stage, incumbent firms convert codified knowledge regarding possible applications of the radical technology into un-codified knowledge i.e. tacit and latent skills in developing the component(s). These skills are then converted into codified knowledge in the form of components that are integrated with each other and with existing customer information, firm processes and IT infrastructure to develop the radical innovation in IT-based services (Momma, 2000). This conversion process requires trial and error (Eisenhardt and Tabrizi, 1995) and learning-by-doing routines using new problem-solving approaches (Henderson and Clark, 1990). It also requires close social interaction within teams (Leonard and Sensiper, 1998). Trial and error routines are experimental in nature. An example of trial and error would be efforts at writing a software program for an online banking platform. Further, learning-by-doing in the online banking context would involve integrating the online banking platform to servers, back-end core banking legacy processors and front-end user interface to develop the online transactional banking website (Starita, 1999). Hence, this stage requires the use of routines like experimentation and learning-by-doing. These routines have outcomes that are intrinsically uncertain (Aghion and Howitt, 1992; Grossman and Helpman, 1991), and often negative (March, 1991).

The above arguments show that the process of internal knowledge creation during the radical phase is slow.

External knowledge transfer during the radical phase is a process that acquires and combines externally developed codified knowledge regarding the radical innovation in IT-based services within the firm. Again, the process of external knowledge transfer during the radical phase can be viewed as occurring in stages. Each stage requires the development of routines and capabilities that underlie the acquisition and combination of external codified knowledge regarding the radical innovation. Unlike the process of
internal knowledge creation, these routines do not underlie interchange between codified and un-codified knowledge.

In the first stage, incumbent firms acquire codified knowledge about the different architectures of the radical innovation that are available for adoption through contractual agreements like licensing. This knowledge is used to select the architecture of the radical innovation and corresponding partner firm for licensing the radical innovation. This is a fast process because it requires partner identification capabilities that are mostly based on selecting the firm which has a popularly accepted design of the radical innovation within the industry (Tegarden et al., 1999). One example is the process of choosing from the online banking solutions offered for licensing by the large number of online banking technology vendors (see Microbanker, 2002).

In the second stage, incumbent firms acquire and combine codified knowledge in the form of radical innovation from outside the firm with existing codified knowledge in the firm (Nonaka, 1994). This is followed by use of codified knowledge from the accompanying operating manuals. The acquisition and integration of the radical innovation from the selected partner is dictated by the rules and legal provisions of a contractual licensing agreement. The routines underlying this acquisition and integration are quickly executed since they require replication of the rules in the contractual agreement (Prencipe and Tell, 2001). Further, the routines underlying the use of the accompanying operating manuals are easy to execute because they require repetitive action (Prencipe and Tell, 2001). Hence, the acquisition and integration of the radical innovation is fast, easy and has outcomes that are usually positive.

Based on the arguments presented in this section, we hypothesize that:
HI: Incumbent firms that learn through internal knowledge creation during the radical phase are likely to be slower at radical innovation in IT-based services compared to incumbent firms that learn through external knowledge transfer during the radical phase.

Modes of learning during the radical phase and modes of learning during the incremental phase

Past literature studies learning at a point in time as well as over time. Some studies focus on combining different modes of learning at a point in time within the innovation context (Arora and Gambardella, 1994; Cassiman and Veugelers, 2001; 2002). Others focus on the effect of past learning on present learning (i.e. on the path-dependent nature of learning over time) (Arthur, 1990; Cohen and Levinthal, 1994; Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000; Patel and Pavitt, 1997). Empirical studies show that firms that use a particular mode of learning in the past continue to use the same mode of learning in the present (Pisano, 1990; Hagedoorn and Duysters, 2002). However, the literature on learning over time does not differentiate between learning during the radical and incremental phases of the innovation process. This shortcoming is critical because the nature of innovation during the radical and incremental phases requires different modes of learning. A failure to take this aspect into account limits a complete conceptual and empirical understanding of the path dependency between modes of learning. Indeed, current knowledge on path dependency in the innovation context would assume that firms which use one mode of learning (say, internal knowledge creation) during the radical phase will continue to use the same mode of learning during the incremental phase. We argue that this assumption is unlikely to hold.

We study the path-dependent effect of choice of mode of learning during the radical phase on choice of mode of learning during the incremental phase. We use the knowledge-based view of the firm to argue that incumbent firms which choose either mode of learning during the radical phase prefer external knowledge transfer to internal knowledge creation during the incremental phase. However, incumbent firms that choose internal knowledge
creation instead of external knowledge transfer during the radical phase develop the ability to more effectively transfer external codified knowledge and hence, are *more likely to use* external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase. We elaborate on this argument below.

Incumbent firms that choose either mode of learning during the radical phase have two choices during the incremental phase: adopt incremental developments of components from outside the firm through external knowledge transfer, or develop the components incrementally within the firm through internal knowledge creation. The incremental development of components within the firm requires the combination of multiple ideas. It also requires problem solving skills across many technological fields (Patel and Pavitt, 1997; Henderson and Clark, 1990). The development of such skills is a very costly and time consuming investment for any single firm (Pisano et al., 1988; Powell et al., 1996). Thus, all incumbent firms that choose internal knowledge creation during the incremental phase are limited in the range of incremental components that they can develop internally.

Alternately, the adoption of externally developed incremental components from outside provides the firm multiple options in terms of a broad range of incremental components that are available on the market. These externally available incremental components embody multiple ideas and problem solving skills from many different firms. Thus, all incumbent firms that choose external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase have a vast choice in terms of range of incremental components that they can obtain from the outside. This makes external knowledge transfer the preferable mode of learning during the incremental phase. Hence, incumbent firms that choose either mode of learning during the radical phase *prefer* external knowledge transfer to internal knowledge creation during the incremental phase.
However, incumbent firms that choose different modes of learning during the radical phase differ in their ability to *effectively* transfer external codified knowledge during the incremental phase. Incumbent firms that choose internal knowledge creation during the radical phase develop un-codified and codified knowledge that provides them two fold capabilities to transfer external codified knowledge more effectively during the incremental phase.

First, incumbent firms with *internal un-codified knowledge* regarding existing components and architecture of the radical innovation are able to convert external related codified knowledge in the form of incremental components into un-codified knowledge within the firm (based on Nonaka, 1994; Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Zahra and George, 2002). This facilitates monitoring and evaluation of externally developed incremental components (Prencipe, 1997, 2001; Granstrand, Patel and Pavitt, 1997). For example, incumbent firms that internally develop an ERP system create internal un-codified knowledge in the form of programming skills. These internal programming skills allow reverse engineering\(^9\) of an externally developed vendor CRM package so as to understand its database structure and conceptual model (Blaha, 1998). This understanding provides an evaluation of the quality of the CRM package which represents development of new un-codified knowledge within the firm (Blaha, 1998).

Second, incumbent firms with *internal codified knowledge* regarding existing components and architecture of the radical innovation are able to combine this codified knowledge with external related codified knowledge regarding incremental components (based on Nonaka, 1994; Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Zahra and George, 2002). This facilitates evaluation and identification of externally developed incremental components that are compatible with the architecture (Prencipe, 1997, 2001; Granstrand, Patel and

---

*Reverse engineering of a database is a program analysis technique that used sophisticated tools to deduce the logical structure of the database (Muller et al., 2000).*
Pavitt, 1997). Consider a dialogue between an incumbent firm and a vendor in order to evaluate compatibility of the vendor’s off-the-shelf CRM package with the other components and overall architecture of the incumbent firm’s ERP system. Such a dialogue is facilitated when the incumbent firm has internal codified knowledge about the architecture of the ERP system (Blaha, 1998).

The above arguments show that incumbent firms that choose internal knowledge creation during the radical phase are able to effectively transfer external related codified knowledge during the incremental phase through the use of internal codified and un-codified knowledge.

On the other hand, incumbent firms that choose external knowledge transfer during the radical phase adopt some codified knowledge in the form of rules contained in manuals of the radical innovation but do not adopt un-codified knowledge regarding the radical innovation. This lack of internal un-codified knowledge and availability of very specific internal codified knowledge hinders effective transfer of external codified knowledge during the incremental phase in two ways. First, incumbent firms without internal un-codified knowledge regarding existing components and architecture of the radical innovation are unable to convert external codified knowledge in the form of incremental components into un-codified knowledge within the firm (based on Nonaka, 1994; Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Zahra and George, 2002). Second, incumbent firms with specific internal codified knowledge from manuals of the radical innovation are unable to combine it with external codified knowledge regarding incremental components since the two knowledge bases are dissimilar (based on Nonaka, 1994; Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Zahra and George, 2002).
Both factors hinder effective monitoring, evaluation and identification of appropriate incremental components during the incremental phase (Prencipe, 1997, 2001; Granstrand, Patel and Pavitt, 1997). For example, incumbent firms that license an ERP system cannot effectively evaluate quality of off-the-shelf CRM packages since they lack the internal programming skills to reverse engineer them. These incumbent firms also fail to effectively evaluate compatibility of the CRM package with the ERP system because they lack codified knowledge of the existing components and architecture of the ERP system\textsuperscript{10}. Hence, such incumbent firms are unable to acquire the broad range of incremental components available on the market during the incremental phase.

The above arguments show that incumbent firms that choose external knowledge transfer during the radical phase are unable to effectively transfer external codified knowledge in the form of incremental components during the incremental phase. Nevertheless, these incumbent firms have two other options. First, they can develop a limited range of incremental components through internal knowledge creation during the incremental phase. For example, incumbent firms that license an ERP system could develop CRM software internally by employing software developers or by using a software consultant. Second, these incumbent firms can acquire the limited range of incremental components developed externally by the same partner firm from whom they licensed the radical innovation during the radical phase. In this way, they avoid the need to monitor, evaluate and identify external incremental components for quality and compatibility.

To sum up this discussion, in this section, we argue that incumbent firms that choose different modes of learning during the radical phase are similar in their preference for external knowledge transfer over internal knowledge creation during the incremental phase.

\textsuperscript{10} Although evaluation of quality and compatibility is not possible, evaluation of the CRM package in terms of cost, vendor stability, functionality and attractiveness of the user interface might be possible (Blaha, 1998).
phase. However, these incumbent firms differ in their ability to effectively transfer external codified knowledge during the incremental phase. Specifically, incumbent firms that choose to learn through internal knowledge creation during the radical phase are able to more effectively transfer external codified knowledge during the incremental phase as compared to incumbent firms that choose to learn through external knowledge transfer during the radical phase.

Hence, we hypothesize that:

H2: Incumbent firms that learn through internal knowledge creation during the radical phase are more likely to use external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase as compared to incumbent firms that learn through external knowledge transfer during the radical phase.

**Modes of learning during the innovation process and speed of incremental innovations**

Past literature focuses on the effect of combining modes of learning at a point in time on speed of innovations in general. Such studies are limited (e.g. Rosenkopf and Nerkar, 2001; Tsai, 2001; Prabhu et al., 2005). These studies fail to conceptually and empirically focus on the effect of path-dependent modes of learning during the innovation process on the speed of innovations. These studies also do not focus on innovation in IT-based services.

In this study, we compare the effect of path dependency of modes of learning during the radical and incremental phases on the speed of incremental innovations. Here, we use the term ‘speed of incremental innovations’ to indicate the number of incremental innovations developed during a fixed time period. We use the knowledge-based view of the firm to argue that on the one hand, incumbent firms that learn through the path of internal knowledge creation during the radical phase followed by external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase develop capabilities that facilitate speed of
incremental innovations. On the other hand, incumbent firms that learn through either of the following two paths are slower to develop incremental innovations: external knowledge transfer during the radical phase followed by external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase, or external knowledge transfer during the radical phase followed by internal knowledge creation during the incremental phase.

Incumbent firms that learn through the path of internal knowledge creation during the radical phase followed by external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase develop capabilities through:

i) Codified and un-codified knowledge regarding the radical innovation

ii) Codified and un-codified knowledge regarding incremental components

iii) Social relationships within teams

Integrating codified knowledge in the form of incremental components with codified knowledge in the form of the radical innovation is the key to developing incremental innovations (Van den Bosch et al., 1999). This is particularly the case for IT-based services which are composed of knowledge. Un-codified knowledge regarding the radical innovation along with social relationships within teams and un-codified knowledge regarding incremental components facilitates this integration process.

Un-codified knowledge regarding the radical innovation is imperative for integration. Both latent and tacit components of un-codified knowledge are important. For example, latent knowledge of the ERP system in terms of architecture and design tradeoffs, engineering constraints, and the application domain that only exists at the sub-conscious level among the software engineers is important for integrating the vendor CRM package with the internal ERP system (Muller et al., 2000). Further, tacit knowledge about the changes required in source code of the ERP system is crucial to allow integration with the vendor CRM package (Muller et al., 2000).
Social relationships have an indirect effect on the integration process through their impact on un-codified knowledge regarding externally developed incremental components. This un-codified knowledge is obtained through the conversion of externally developed codified knowledge during the incremental phase and tends to be ‘sticky’ (i.e. it is difficult to transfer within the firm) (Szulanski, 1996). Hence, it remains localized in some parts of the firm without being beneficial to other parts. Social relationships help in transferring ‘sticky’ un-codified knowledge regarding external components to different personnel and teams within the firm (see Szulanski, 1996; Zahra and George, 2002). This transfer within the firm of un-codified knowledge regarding external components is essential to ensure that it facilitates integration (von Hippel, 1994; Spender, 1996).

Un-codified knowledge regarding externally developed incremental components is also imperative for the integration process (Prencipe, 2000; Granstrand et al., 1997). It facilitates assessing, testing and integration of these components (Prencipe, 2000; Granstrand et al., 1997). For example, the understanding of database structure, conceptual model and source code of vendor CRM package through reverse engineering is important for effective integration with internally developed ERP system (Blaha, 1998).

In summary, incumbent firms that learn through internal knowledge creation during the radical phase followed by external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase are able to efficiently integrate incremental components into the architecture of the radical innovation, and hence, develop many incremental innovations in IT-based services over a fixed time period.
Between the other two paths, incumbent firms that learn through the path of external knowledge transfer during the radical phase followed by external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase possess:

i) Codified knowledge that includes the radical innovation and related manuals
ii) Codified knowledge that includes incremental components and related manuals

The previous arguments in this section indicate that incumbent firms that lack un-codified knowledge regarding radical innovation along with social relationships and un-codified knowledge regarding incremental components are unable to efficiently integrate incremental components with the radical innovation architecture. Hence, such incumbent firms will develop fewer incremental innovations as compared to incumbent firms that learn through the path of internal knowledge creation during the radical phase followed by external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase.

The other alternative path is for incumbent firms to learn through external knowledge transfer during the radical phase followed by internal knowledge creation during the incremental phase. These incumbent firms possess:

i) Codified knowledge that includes the radical innovation and related manuals
ii) Codified knowledge that includes incremental components and related manuals
iii) Un-codified knowledge regarding internally developed incremental components
iv) Social relationships among teams

The previous arguments show that the incumbent firms which lack un-codified knowledge regarding the radical innovation do not have the skills required to change its technical aspects for integrating incremental components to its architecture. Nonetheless, these incumbent firms are able to use un-codified knowledge regarding incremental components and social relationships among teams to obtain the necessary level of integration needed for successful incremental innovations. Hence, such incumbent firms will be more efficient at integration as compared to incumbent firms that learn through the path of external
knowledge transfer during the entire innovation process. These incumbent firms will develop relatively more incremental innovations. On the other hand, such incumbent firms will be less efficient at integration as compared to incumbent firms that learn through the path of internal knowledge creation during the radical phase followed by external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase. The former incumbent firms will develop relatively fewer incremental innovations than the latter.

To sum up this discussion, in this section, we argue that incumbent firms which learn through internal knowledge creation during the radical phase followed by external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase are able to more efficiently integrate incremental components into the architecture of the radical innovation compared to incumbent firms which learn through other paths.

Hence, we hypothesize that:

H3: Incumbent firms that learn through internal knowledge creation during the radical phase followed by external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase are likely to develop more incremental innovations in IT-based services compared to other incumbent firms.

In the following sections we describe the empirical context of our study, select an appropriate sample and test our hypotheses using appropriate models.
Chapter 3: Methodology

Empirical context

Our conceptual framework provides arguments about the effect of incumbent firms' choice of path-dependent modes of learning during the innovation process on the speed of radical innovation during the radical phase and the speed of incremental innovations during the incremental phase. To test the emerging hypotheses, we need first, an industry context with a single innovation in IT-based service that allows clear identification of the innovation process as composed of a radical phase followed by an incremental phase. This is a key requirement for our study.

Second, we need an industry context where there are sufficient incumbent firms with the resources to explore several modes of learning. This is an important requirement because financial resources influence the ability to invest in different modes of learning (see Keeton, 2001; Furst et al., 2000; Carlson et al., 2000). Since we study incumbent firms' choice of mode of learning as being path-dependent on past learning, it is necessary to exclude firms that are constrained in their choice due to lack of financial resources.

Third, we need an industry context where there are sufficient incumbent firms that develop the radical innovation during the radical phase and not during the incremental phase. This requirement ensures that in line with our research question and conceptual framework we study incumbent firms that are active throughout the innovation process. Thus, we study incumbent firms that develop the radical innovation during the radical phase and exclude firms that develop the radical innovation only during the incremental phase.
Online retail banking in the U.S. from 1st May 1995 to 31st December 2003 provides a context that meets these criteria. First, online retail banking is a good example of the innovation process in IT-based service. It has been identified as a powerful radical innovation for the retail banking industry (see Chandy et al., 2003) and has evolved incrementally over time (see Microbanker, 2001). The radical phase for the online retail banking industry in the U.S. is easy to identify from secondary sources. Details of the method used for calculating the time frame for the radical phase are presented in the section on Sampling. We find that the radical phase starts in May 1995 and ends in December 1999 with the emergence of a dominant design for the online transactional banking innovation. This provides us an excellent time frame from 1st January 2000 up to 31st December 2003 to examine subsequent incremental development of online transactional banking over time.

Second, a sufficient number of incumbent banks in the U.S. online retail banking industry have the resources to explore different modes of learning. The large number of incumbent retail banks in the U.S. at the end of 2003\(^{11}\) provides a set of large, medium and small banks (in terms of assets in 1994) from which a sample can be selected.

Third, the U.S. online banking context provides a sufficient number of incumbent banks that started transactional online banking during the radical phase. This is a result of the fast rate at which basic online transactional banking websites grew in the U.S. from 1996 to 2000 (Hall et al., 2002).

Thus, the U.S. online retail banking industry meets our criteria for a suitable empirical context. Additionally, substantial accurate data over time is available for

\(^{11}\) 9195 FDIC insured commercial and savings institutions at the end of 2003.
individual banks. Such data is collected and made available to the public by regulatory agencies such as the Federal Reserve Board, the Federal Deposits Insurance Corporation (FDIC), and the Office of the Comptroller of Currency (OCC).

**Sampling Procedure**

It follows that to test the hypotheses we need to (1) calculate the radical phase for the U.S. online banking industry, and (2) select a sample of incumbent firms that meets the requirements of the hypotheses. We use two samples in this study. We use the first sample to calculate the radical phase and the second sample to test the hypotheses. We now explain this sampling procedure in detail:

**Obtaining the population**

We first obtain the population for this study. Since, this study focuses on incumbent firms that innovate over time we require the population for this study to consist of all incumbent retail banks in the U.S. that had transactional online banking websites as of 31st December 2003. We obtain a complete list of 4341 FDIC insured retail banks with online transactional banking websites as of 31st December 2003. This list was created by the statistics department of FDIC by screening information from self reported mandatory annual call reports of all 9195 FDIC insured retail banks at the end of 2003. Further, we check all 4341 banks to identify non-incumbents. We use information from a survey of online banks (Online Banking Report, 1999) that classifies each bank as incumbent or non-incumbent. We detect 11 non-incumbent banks and filter them. Thus, we obtain the population of 4330 FDIC insured retail incumbent banks with online transactional banking websites as of 31st December 2003.
Obtaining the first sample

The first sample is used to collect data and calculate the radical phase. We require the first sample to consist of a manageable number of banks for which data regarding the month and year of introduction of online transactional banking can be obtained. For this, we randomly select 428 banks (10%) from the population. We collect data from two sources: the Internet Archives and the Thomson online directory. First, we visually inspect all 428 banks' archived web sites for the month and the year of introduction of online transactional banking. Access to the archived web sites is available through the Wayback Machine of the Internet Archives (see www.archive.org). Second, we obtain data on the month and the year of introduction of online transactional banking from the Thomson online directory\(^\text{12}\). We use this data to complement and to cross-check the data from the Wayback Machine. Although this procedure is manually intensive and time consuming, it ensures the reliability and validity of our data.

To obtain the first sample, we filter 58 banks for whom data on year of introduction of online transactional banking was not obtained from the Thomson online directory or the Internet Archives. Thus, we obtain the first sample of 359 incumbent retail banks with recorded month and year of online transactional banking. The representativeness of this sample is checked with a t-test. The mean of assets for this sample is not significantly different from that of the population.

Calculating the radical phase

We now use the data collected for the first sample to plot a graph that shows the percentage and cumulative percentage of banks that introduced online transactional banking each year from 1995 (see Figure 2). We use the data collected and the information from this graph to calculate the time frame for the radical phase. Data from Internet

\(^{12}\) Details regarding these data sources and the data collection procedure are provided in the section on "Measures and Sources" under the heading "Speed of radical innovation".
Archives, Thomson online directory and other secondary sources (e.g. Banks, 2001) indicates that the first incumbent bank to introduce online transactional banking in the U.S. was Wells Fargo in May 1995. Further, the graph shows that the cumulative percentage of incumbent banks that introduced online transactional banking peaked in 2000. Following the approach of Anderson and Tushman (1990), we deduce that the radical phase ends just before the peak in 2000. Hence, the time frame pertaining to the radical phase for the U.S. online retail banking industry is from 1st May 1995 to 31st December 1999.

Figure 2: Introduction of Transactional Online Banking
Obtaining the second sample

The second sample is used to test the hypotheses. So, we require this sample to consist of retail incumbent banks which had sufficient financial resources at the beginning of the radical phase and introduced online transactional banking services during the radical phase. We use the data on year of introduction of online transactional banking for each bank in the first sample to filter out 101 incumbent banks that did not start innovating during the radical phase. Further, we collect data on assets at the end of 1994 for each bank in the first sample from the FDIC website. We filter 169 incumbent banks with assets less than US$1b because statistics indicates that a small proportion of these banks invest in internal knowledge creation through in-house technology development as compared to incumbent banks with assets greater than US$1b (see Keeton, 2001; Furst et al., 2000; Carlson et al., 2000). This implies that incumbent banks with assets greater than US$1b are not constrained in their choice of mode of learning by lack of financial resources. The hypotheses require that the sample consist of incumbent firms with the resources to explore several modes of learning. So, we include only large banks with assets greater than US$1b in our sample. Thus, we obtain the second sample of 89 large incumbent retail banks that had introduced online transactional banking during the radical phase. This sample was used to collect data on independent, dependent and control variables, and subsequently, to test the hypotheses.

Measures and Sources

The sample for hypotheses testing is a longitudinal data set of 89 incumbent banks over a period of nine years (from 1995 to 2003). For the key variables, we used multiple data sources and objective measures that ensure reliability and validity of our data. Our approach is better than a conventional survey approach since information on innovations like speed of radical innovation or speed of incremental innovations are prone to self-
report and memory biases (see Golder and Tellis, 1993). We list the measures and data sources for our constructs and variables in Table 1. Note that the constructs ‘innovation during radical phase’ and ‘innovation during incremental phase’ comprise of the variables ‘speed of radical innovation’ and ‘speed of incremental innovations’ respectively. Also, the constructs ‘learning during radical phase’ and ‘learning during incremental phase’ comprise of the variables ‘internal knowledge creation during radical phase’ and ‘external knowledge transfer during incremental phase’ respectively. In the following section, we discuss the measures and data sources for the variables in detail.

Speed of radical innovation

Speed of radical innovation indicates how fast an incumbent bank introduces basic transactional banking services on its website compared to the introduction of the first online transactional banking service. The benchmark for all banks is the date of introduction of the first online transactional banking website in the U.S. i.e. May 1995 (operationalised as 1st May 1995). More precisely, we count the number of months that an incumbent bank takes to introduce basic transactional banking on its website after May 1995. For example, the speed of radical innovation for an incumbent bank which introduced this service in June 1996 would be 13 months.

We collect the information on month and year of introduction of online transactional banking by each bank from the Wayback Machine of the Internet Archive (see www.archive.org) and the Thomson directory of online banking.

The Wayback Machine is the search engine of the Internet Archive which provides access to 40 billion web pages archived from 1996. The Internet Archive aims at building an ‘Internet library’. It receives donations from Alexa Internet which sends its crawlers out into the web roughly once every two months and retrieves copies of virtually everything it
encounters. This makes the Internet Archive the perfect source for retrieving past information from archived websites of each bank in our sample. It allows visual inspection of the archived websites for detecting the month and year when the website started offering basic transactional functions like balance inquiry, fund transfer, and bill payment.

The Thomson directory of online banking is an annual publication from 1997 to 2001. It publishes the month and the year of introduction of basic online transactional banking for selected banks. We use the information collected from the Thomson directory to cross-check the reliability of the information obtained from the Internet Archives. Both the sources support each other except in two cases, in which the Internet Archives are more accurate. In a few other cases, information is available from only one of the sources and so we rely on this source. For example, information is not available from the Internet Archives when robotic technology put in place by the bank did not allow their website to be archived. Also, information is not available from the Thomson directory when the particular bank is not included on its list of selected banks.

Both the sources of online transactional banking dates are more objective and superior to a conventional survey method. This is because survey data on online transactional banking dates is prone to memory bias. Additionally, such data might be considered as sensitive information by banks, many of them might be reluctant to disclose this information in a survey. In a telephone discussion of this study, Dr. Nolle, a Senior Financial Economist at the OCC, he commented that, “...through the use of the Internet Archives you have access to more precise information than what the banks themselves might have today.”
**Speed of incremental innovations**

Speed of incremental innovations indicates how fast an incumbent bank introduces incremental banking services on its website. More precisely, we count the number of incremental banking services that an incumbent bank introduces on its website till the end of December 2003. We specifically look for the introduction of online banking functions related to the incremental online banking services of e-lending, e-brokerage, e-insurance, e-cash management, check image and wireless banking. We choose these six services because they are cited as key incremental innovations in online banking by Furst et al. (2002, 2000) and Microbanker (2001), a company specializing in online banking. Thus, this count of incremental innovations has values that range from 0 to 6.

We collect information on incremental online banking services introduced by each bank from two sources: bank websites and news archives. We browsed the website of each bank in our sample in December 2003 and looked for the offering of incremental online banking services. We also searched the news archives from 1996 to 2003 on each bank’s website and the news archives on each technology vendor’s website for announcements of incremental online banking services. We obtain information on the name and website address of 86 online banking technology vendors in the U.S. from the directory of banking technology vendors published by Microbanker in 2003.

The two sources confirm and complement each other. The news archives are used to cross-check the reliability of the information from the websites. Among the two sources, browsing the websites provides more exhaustive information than is available from the news archives. This is because incumbent firms are not required to announce their new incremental banking services through the news. However, the information from news archives for check image and wireless banking services is more exhaustive as websites often do not provide this information.
Further, news archives on technology vendor websites sometimes provide information that is also relevant to the operational measure for the variable ‘external knowledge transfer during incremental phase’. For example see the following news item:

“Gold Systems, Inc., an independent provider of easy-to-use voice and wireless Web solutions for Global 2000 companies, today announced that Provident Bankshares will implement the first Internet banking system that provides both PC-based and wireless access using Gold Systems’ wireless application technology.”

Source: Mobic (2001)

This news gives information on the introduction of wireless banking, an incremental innovation by Provident Bankshares. It also provides information about licensing agreements. Such a licensing agreement, as the one between Provident Bankshares and Gold Systems for wireless application technology is the operational measure we use for learning through external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase.

In the existing literature, innovative activity of firms has been measured by cumulating innovations over time for each firm in a sample to obtain a cross sectional data set (e.g. Roberts and Amit, 2003; Jones, 2003; Nobeoka and Cusumano, 1997). We use a similar approach.

We now discuss the measures and data sources used for the variable ‘learning through external knowledge transfer during incremental phase’ followed by the variable ‘learning through internal knowledge creation during radical phase’.

*External knowledge transfer during the incremental phase*

Learning through external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase indicates the choice of mode of learning by an incumbent firm during that phase. Incumbent firms can choose to learn through internal knowledge creation or through external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase. We create a measure of the
variable ‘external knowledge transfer during incremental phase’ that quantitatively indicates the degree of use of external knowledge transfer and the predominant choice between external knowledge transfer and internal knowledge creation.

We empirically measure external knowledge transfer through the incumbent firms’ creation of licensing agreements (see Hansen, 1999; Szulanski, 1996; Cavusgil, Calantone and Zhao, 2003). More precisely, we count the number of licensing agreements till 31st December 2003 of each bank in our sample as a measure of external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase. We specifically count only those licensing agreements that acquire technology components for developing incremental online banking services such as e-lending, e-brokerage, e-insurance, e-cash management, e-check, and wireless banking. This count of licensing agreements has values that range from 0 to 12. A higher value of external knowledge transfer for incumbent firms indicates a greater degree of use of external knowledge transfer by these firms compared to firms that have a lower value. It also indicates the predominant choice of external knowledge transfer over internal knowledge creation compared to firms that have a lower value.

We obtain the data on number of licensing agreements of each bank in the sample by combining information from multiple sources: Bank Systems and Technology, SDC Platinum (Securities Data Companies), Factiva, bank news archives and news archives of all online banking technology vendors in the U.S who are included in the Microbanker directory. We are required to combine information from all these sources because none of the sources by itself is exhaustive. For example, SDC Platinum database has been considered as the most comprehensive source of information on licensing agreements, although it is acknowledged as being non-exhaustive (see Anand and Khanna, 2000). We find support for this lack of exhaustiveness, when we compare SDC Platinum with other
data sources. Hence, we create a more complete and exhaustive dataset by combining information from SDC Platinum with information from other sources.

Each data source has announcements about strategic alliances in the banking industry. The announcements include purpose statements along with the identities of participating firms and the type of contract (acquisition, joint venture or licensing agreement). Our use of multiple data sources ensures that our final dataset is reliable, valid and exhaustive. We carefully scan the purpose statements of these announcements manually on a case-by-case basis for licensing agreements of each bank in our sample. The details of this scanning procedure are given below.

SDC Platinum is a database of Thomson Financial which obtains information from publicly available sources, including SEC filings, trade publications, news and wire sources. We scan 524 announcements classified under the heading ‘Strategic Alliances’ by SDC. We carefully read the provided synopses in order to identify licensing agreements created with the purpose of acquiring incremental technology components. SDC Platinum classifies such agreements as ‘Licensing Services’, ‘Financial Services’, ‘Banking Services’ or ‘Internet Services’.

Bank Systems and Technology is a specialized monthly banking technology publication. We scan approximately 650 strategic alliances related to bank systems and technology provided under the heading ‘Deals & Alliances’ or ‘Bank Bytes’ from February 1997. We read the purpose statement for each alliance along with the identities of the participating firms and the type of contract. Information available from Bank Systems and Technology is the most comprehensive of all the sources that we use.
Factiva is a database which provides full-text coverage of past and current major newspapers, business magazines, network transcripts, wire services, academic and trade journals, etc. We search the database for news items on online banking industry using keywords like Licensing, Information Technology, New products/services, Outsourcing and Market research. We read the full-text news items to identify the relevant licensing agreements for banks in our sample. Some news items coincide with information available in SDC.

Similar to the search process used for measuring the number of incremental innovations, we browse online news archives of all online banking technology vendors in the U.S. from 1996 to 2003. This process allows us to combine information from a large number of public sources to obtain exhaustive information on the number of licensing agreements during incremental phase.

*Internal knowledge creation during the radical phase*

Learning through internal knowledge creation during radical phase indicates the choice of mode of learning by an incumbent firm during that phase. Incumbent firms can choose to learn through internal knowledge creation or through external knowledge transfer during the radical phase. We create a measure of the variable 'internal knowledge creation during radical phase' that quantitatively indicates the incumbent firm’s choice between internal knowledge creation and external knowledge transfer.

We empirically measure internal knowledge creation through the use of in-house technology development (Polyani, 1958). More precisely, we note the use of in-house development for two radical technology components of online retail banking in each bank in our sample as a measure of internal knowledge creation during the radical phase. We label the in-house development of each radical technology component as 1 and the
licensing of each radical technology component as 0. Since, we consider the in-house technology development of two radical technology components we obtain values that range from 0 to 2. A value of 2 indicates the in-house technology development of both components. A value of 1 indicates the in-house technology development of one component while a value of 0 indicates the absence of the use of in-house technology development for either component. This value also indicates the licensing of both components.

We now provide details about the two radical technology components for online retail banking innovation. These radical technology components consist of web servers and the online banking platform (Starita, 1999). A web server is required to host the initial non-transactional banking website (Gupta, Rao and Upadhyaya, 2004). An online transactional banking platform is required to add basic transactional functions like account information retrieval and account update. It supports transactional processes and interfaces between the front-end user interface and the back-end core banking legacy processors (Starita, 1999).

We collect information on use of in-house or licensed servers from InterNIC’s Whois registry (see www.internic.net). InterNIC provides public information regarding Internet domain name registration and is operated by Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN). InterNIC’s Whois search engine provides comprehensive information regarding millions of registered domain names with different extensions from multiple registrars or domain registration services. We obtain information regarding all the banks in our sample by using their web addresses. Information from InterNIC includes the names of servers for the online banking website of the incumbent banks in our sample. The name of the server reveals whether it is in-house or licensed.
We collect data on the use of in-house or licensed online banking technology platform by combining information from online banking report (1999) and a telephone survey. Online banking report (1999) contains information from 1561 U.S. banks regarding their choice of in-house technology development or licensing of online transactional banking platform. This information was obtained from the banks between 1997 and 1999. This time frame ensures that the information pertains to choice made during the radical phase. We conducted a telephone survey of 20 incumbent banks in our sample for whom information was not available from online banking report. We contacted the online banking managers of the banks for this information. Ten banks refused to provide the information because they considered it sensitive.

In the existing literature in-house technology development is usually measured by the actual IT expenditure or R&D expenditure of each firm (e.g. Arora and Gambardella, 1994). Our selected measure, which identifies the presence of in-house web server and online banking platform is a more precise, objective and unique measure of in-house technology development. The data on IT expenditure or R&D expenditure is broader because it includes spending on all IT infrastructure. This includes expenditure on front-office automation hardware and software that is not related to online banking technology and hence, is not suitable for our purpose.

**Controls**

Innovation and choice of mode of learning depend on many other variables like size, profitability, regulatory body and unfulfilled needs of target market of the firms. We collect data on appropriate measures of these variables and control for them. All the information is obtained from the Institution Directory of the FDIC (see www.fdic.gov). Details for the measures of the data are provided below.
Size

We measure size as the natural log of employees in 1994. Our sample consists only of banks with assets greater than US$1b. Still, there is sufficient variance on size in our sample to warrant control. Size is used as a control variable for H1 and as an additional exogenous instrumental variable for H2, H3 and additional analysis. Size is used as an exogenous instrumental variable because it is correlated with the endogenous variable (licensing agreements) in H3 and in the additional analysis making it very suitable for use as an instrumental variable. We also use another measure of size (i.e. deposits in 1994) to check robustness of our models. We obtain similar results.

Profitability

We measure profitability as the natural log of return on assets in 1994. Profitability is a measure of availability of resources for investment (Borenstein, 1990, 1991). Firms’ resource base has been shown to be important for innovation (Sorescu et al., 2003) and for investment in different modes of learning (see Keeton, 2001; Furst et al., 2000; Carlson et al., 2000). Hence, profitability of a firm can have an important influence on choice of mode of learning and innovation outcomes. Profitability is used as a control variable in H2, H3 and additional analysis.

Charter

Charter is a classification code assigned by FDIC on the basis of the banks charter class, namely, commercial or savings institution, state or national charter agent, federal reserve member or non-member, and based on its primary federal regulator. We measure charter by coding banks in terms of those that have a national charter (coded as 1), or a state charter (coded as 0). Dual charter system (i.e. choice of banks to be regulated by state or federal government) is unique to the U.S. banking system and has fostered steady innovations in banking in the U.S. (ABIA, 2006; Greenspan, 1997). Hence, we control for banks’ charter in terms of being state or national for all our hypotheses.
Asset concentration

Asset concentration is an indicator of a bank’s primary specialization. Using this criteria FDIC classifies banks into mutually exclusive groups having international, agricultural, credit-card, commercial, mortgage and consumer lending specialization. We dummy code banks that specialize in commercial and industrial loans as 1, and those that specialize in international operations and consumer lending of various types (agricultural, credit-card and mortgage) as 0. Both categories have different target markets with a varying need for online banking innovations.

Rurality

Rurality is an indicator of the degree of rural areas covered by banks’ branches. We create a measure of rurality for each bank by using the formula:

\[
\frac{\sum \text{CountyRuralCode} \times \text{No.ofBranches}_{\text{perCounty}}}{\text{TotalNo.ofBranches}}
\]

County rural codes measure the degree of rurality for each county in the U.S. We obtain data on county rural codes or rural-urban continuum codes from the Economic Research Service web site (see www.ers.usda.gov). Further, we count the number of branches of each bank in all counties by using data on number of branches per county as well as the date of the branch’s creation. We include branches that were created before the end of 1994 in our measure of number of branches. This information on branches per country for each bank is obtained from the FDIC web site. Our measure of rurality is continuous and ranges from 0 to 6.17. It identifies the target market in terms of being more or less rural. This degree of rurality indicates different target markets with a varying need for online banking innovations.

Preparedness

Preparedness indicates the time taken by an incumbent bank in starting investment in online banking technology compared to the first investment in this technology. The
beginning of investment in online banking technology is measured by the registration date of a bank's domain name with a registry. The benchmark for all banks is the date of registration of the first domain name in our sample i.e. 2nd February 1991. More precisely, we measure preparedness by counting the number of months that an incumbent bank takes to register a domain name after 2nd February 1991. For example, the preparedness for an incumbent bank which registered its domain name on 1st March 1992 would be 13 months. Banks that take a longer time to start investment in online banking technology will be less prepared as compared to banks that take shorter time to start investment in this radical technology.

We collect the information on registration date of each bank's domain name from Inter NIC's Whois registry (see www.internic.net). We use this data to calculate preparedness. Preparedness is a measure of learning about the radical technology before the radical phase. Effect of past learning on present learning (i.e. path-dependent nature of learning over time) has been well established in the literature (Arthur, 1990; Cohen and Levinthal, 1994; Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000; Patel and Pavitt, 1997). Hence, preparedness can have an important direct influence on choice of mode of learning during the incremental phase and indirect influence on innovation outcomes during the incremental phase. Preparedness is used as a control variable in H2, H3 and additional analysis.

So far we have been discussing the measures and sources of data used in this study. We now discuss the selection of appropriate models to test the hypotheses.
Models

Overall, we hypothesize that learning through internal knowledge creation during the radical phase has a negative direct impact on speed of radical innovation (H1), but a positive indirect impact on speed of incremental innovations (H3). This positive indirect impact combines two effects, suggested by H2 and H3. In H2, we hypothesize the positive effect of internal knowledge creation during the radical phase on choice of external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase (H2). Subsequently, external knowledge transfer is expected to have a positive effect on speed of incremental innovations (suggested by H3).

In-order to test all three hypotheses, we need to develop appropriate models for the underlying effects:

Effect of learning during the radical phase on speed of radical innovation (H1)
Effect of learning during the radical phase on choice of learning during the incremental phase (H2)
Effect of learning during the incremental phase on speed of incremental innovations (H3)

We now describe the econometric models used. For ease of exposition, we organize our discussion along the three expected effects:

*Effect of learning during the radical phase on speed of radical innovation (H1)*

We measure the speed of radical innovation as the time taken by an incumbent bank to introduce basic online transactional banking services. We model the effect of learning through internal knowledge creation during the radical phase on the time taken for this specific event (i.e. introduction of basic online transactional banking services) to occur. We do so by using survival analysis (Cox and Oakes, 1984). Survival analysis not only allows modeling the time taken for a specific event, it also allows us to model our
uncensored data in which the specific event of online transactional banking occurs for all the banks in the sample. More precisely, we estimate the Cox proportional hazards regression model with time-independent covariates (Cox, 1972) and use the robust variance estimator (Lin and Wei, 1989) to control for firm specific unobserved heterogeneity. Specifically, we estimate:

\[
    h_i(t) = h_0(t) \exp(\alpha_0 + \alpha_{\text{KnowledgeCreation}} + \alpha_2 \text{Size}_i \\
    + \alpha_3 \text{Charter}_i + \alpha_4 \text{Assetconcentration}_i \\
    + \alpha_5 \text{Rurality}_i)
\]

where \( h_i(t) \) = hazard or instantaneous probability of bank \( i \) introducing an online transactional banking service at time \( t \), given that it had not introduced this service until time \( t \); \( h_0(t) \) = baseline hazard function; Knowledge Creation = learning through internal knowledge creation during the radical phase; the other variables, Size, Charter, Asset concentration and Rurality are control variables.

We further verify that our data satisfies the proportional hazards assumption for the covariates. We use the weighted Schoenfeld residual score test by Grambsch and Therneau (1994) since it has a relatively good power to detect non proportional hazards in many situations (Persson, 2002). As a robustness check, we conduct these tests by replacing the current measure of size reported (i.e. log of employees in 1994) by another measure of size (i.e. deposits in 1994). We also check by replacing the current measure of size by a measure of profitability. We obtain similar and consistent results although the confidence intervals are larger in both cases compared to the model that uses log of employees in 1994 as a measure of size.
Effect of learning during the radical phase on choice of learning during the incremental phase (H2)

As discussed earlier, the effects underlying H2 and H3 together provide the indirect impact of learning through internal knowledge creation during the radical phase on speed of incremental innovations.

The generic equations for these effects are:

\[ \text{Knowledge Transfer} = f (\text{Knowledge Creation, Profitability, Charter, Asset Concentration, Rurality, Preparedness}) \]  
\[ \text{Speed Incremental} = f (\text{Knowledge Transfer, Knowledge Creation, Profitability, Charter, Asset Concentration, Rurality, Preparedness}) \]

where Knowledge Transfer = external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase; Knowledge Creation = internal knowledge creation during the radical phase; Speed Incremental = speed of incremental innovations; the other variables, Size, Charter, Asset concentration, Rurality and Preparedness are control variables.

Equation 2 underlines H2, while Equation 3 underlines H3. The dependent variable, external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase in Equation 2 is an independent variable in Equation 3. This normally, requires simultaneous estimation of the two equations (Greene, 2003). However, the two equations together represent a recursive (or triangular) system of equations (see Kmenta, 1997). Hence, assuming that the error terms in both equations are uncorrelated, we can consistently estimate each equation separately rather than simultaneously.

Focusing on H2, we measure learning through external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase as the count of licensing agreements entered into by an incumbent bank until the end of 2003. We hypothesize that learning through internal knowledge creation during the radical phase affects this count of licensing agreements for an incumbent bank. In order to model this effect we need to account for the unique properties
of count variables. Count variables are non-negative integers. Also, they are concentrated on a few small discrete values, skewed to the left and intrinsically heteroskedastic. We cannot use the ordinary least squares (OLS) method to model count variables since it results in biased, inefficient, and inconsistent estimates (Long, 1997). The Poisson regression is a more appropriate model than OLS in this context (Cameron and Trivedi, 1998).

Further in our modeling effort we need to account for two characteristics of our data on the dependent variable learning through 'external knowledge transfer during incremental phase':

1) The variance of this variable is five times larger than the mean (see Table 2). This indicates the possibility of over-dispersion, perhaps due to unobserved firm heterogeneity.

2) In 46 out of the 75 observations made, this variable has a score of zero.

So, our model needs to account for the excess zeros and over-dispersion. We estimate a zero-inflated Poisson (ZIP) model which takes into account both characteristics of our data (Long, 1997).

The basic Poisson model that we use is:

\[ P(n_i) = \frac{\exp(-\lambda_i)\lambda_i^{n_i}}{n_i!} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where \( n_i \) = external knowledge transfer during incremental phase measured as the licensing agreements count for firm i and the Poisson parameter \( \lambda_i \) is specified as:

\[ \lambda_i = (\beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{KnowledgeCreation}_i + \beta_2 \text{Profitability}_i + \beta_3 \text{Charter}_i + \beta_4 \text{AssetConcentration}_i + \beta_5 \text{Preparedness}_i) \]
where Knowledge Creation = internal knowledge creation during radical phase; the other variables, Size, Charter, Asset concentration, Rurality and Preparedness are control variables.

Further, we conduct the Vuong test (Greene, 2003) to statistically verify whether the zero-inflated model is more appropriate for our data than the non-zero inflated model. Further details regarding the outcome of this test are presented in the Results section.

Effect of learning during the incremental phase on speed of incremental innovations (H3)

As stated earlier, the generic equation for H3 is:

\[
\text{Speed Incremental} = f (\text{Knowledge Transfer, Knowledge Creation, Profitability, Charter, Asset Concentration, Rurality, Preparedness})
\] (3)

where Knowledge Transfer = external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase; Knowledge Creation = internal knowledge creation during the radical phase; Speed Incremental = speed of incremental innovations; the other variables, Size, Charter, Asset concentration, Rurality and Preparedness are control variables.

We measure speed of incremental innovations as the count of the number of incremental innovations that an incumbent bank introduces on its website until the end of 2003. In order to model the effect of learning through external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase on the count of incremental innovations, we need to account for the Poisson distribution of the count dependent variable. We also need to account for the dual role of external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase. We know that external knowledge transfer is a dependent variable in Equation 2 but an independent variable in equation 3. Thus, external knowledge transfer is an endogenous variable i.e. it is correlated with the error term in Equation 3. We correct this by using the instrumental variables estimator (Wright, 1928 described in Stock and Watson, 2003).
We use an instrumental variable in place of the variable external knowledge transfer to estimate the coefficient. The criteria for selection of a valid instrumental variable are instrument relevance (i.e. the instrument should be correlated with the covariates), and instrument exogeneity (i.e. the instrument should not be correlated with the error term) (Stock and Watson, 2003). We use log of employees in 1994, which is a measure of size as the instrumental variable. The variable, log of employees in 1994 is correlated with external knowledge transfer (see Table 2), and we do not expect it to be correlated with the error term.

We gather from this discussion that estimation of H3 requires a model that accounts for a Poisson distribution and uses instrumental variables estimation. A generalized linear model (GLM) with instrumental variable (Hardin and Carroll, 2003) is suitable for this estimation. We specify the GLM using the log link and family distribution Poisson, as shown:

\[
\ln(\text{SpeedIncremental}) = \gamma_0 + \gamma_1 \text{KnowledgeTransfer} + \gamma_2 \text{KnowledgeCreation}, \\
+ \gamma_3 \text{Profitability}, + \gamma_4 \text{Charter}, + \gamma_5 \text{Assetconcentration}, + \gamma_6 \text{Rurality}, \\
+ \gamma_7 \text{Preparedness})
\]

where **Knowledge Transfer** = external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase;
**Knowledge Creation** = internal knowledge creation during the radical phase; **Speed Incremental** = speed of incremental innovations

*Here, the instrumental variable is lnemp94 (i.e. the log of employees in 1994).*

In the next section we discuss the results from our estimation of the selected models for each hypothesis.
Chapter 4: Results

Table 2 presents the descriptive statistics for the key variables. The independent and dependent variables have sufficient variance. The correlations provide face validity for Hypotheses 1, 2 and 3. The negative correlation between internal knowledge creation during the radical phase and speed of radical innovation is not significant (-0.08, p>0.1). The negative significant correlation between speed of radical innovation and speed of incremental innovations (-0.30, p<0.01) suggests support for our thesis that firms which are slow at radical innovation are fast at subsequent incremental innovations.

Table 3 presents the estimation results of the Cox proportional hazards model (Equation 1) for H1. Table 5 presents the estimation results of the zero-inflated Poisson regression (Equation 4). Table 6 presents the estimation results of the GLM with instrumental variables model (Equation 5) for H3. Finally, Table 7 presents the results of the additional analysis. We now describe the results of estimating the models for each of our hypotheses.

Effect of learning during the radical phase on speed of radical innovation (H1)

H1 argues that incumbent firms that learn through internal knowledge creation during the radical phase are likely to be slower at radical innovation than firms that learn through external knowledge transfer during the radical phase. In support of H1 (see Table 3), we find that learning through internal knowledge creation decreases the hazard rate for introduction of radical innovation (hazard coefficient = -0.28, p<0.1). Thus, incumbent firms that learn through internal knowledge creation take a longer time to introduce the radical innovation compared to incumbent firms that learn through external knowledge transfer during the radical phase. We also find that the covariates satisfy the assumption of
proportionality. Table 4 shows that the test of proportional hazards assumption is not violated (p>0.05).

*Effect of learning during the radical phase on choice of learning during the incremental phase (H2)*

H2 argues that incumbent firms that learn through internal knowledge creation during the radical phase are more likely to use external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase. In support of H2 (see Table 5) we find that incumbent firms that learn through internal knowledge creation during the radical phase have 67% more licensing agreements during the incremental phase than incumbent firms that learn through external knowledge transfer during the radical phase (coefficient = 1.67\(^{13}\), p<0.01).

We conclude that the ZIP model is more appropriate than the standard counterpart Poisson model because the Vuong score for ZIP is positive and greater than 1.96 (Long, 1997) (z = 3.88, p<0.01).

Figure 3 plots the data on external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase versus internal knowledge creation during the radical phase. The figure provides additional support for H2.

\(^{13}\) Percentage of licensing agreements = (100 x (1.67-1)) = 100 (0.67) = 67%
Effect of learning during the incremental phase on speed of incremental innovations (H3)

H3 argues that incumbent firms that learn through internal knowledge creation during the radical phase followed by external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase are likely to develop more incremental innovations compared to other incumbent firms. In partial support of H3 (see Table 6), we find that incumbent firms that learn through external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase develop more number of incremental innovations as compared to incumbent firms that learn through internal knowledge creation during the incremental phase (coefficient = 0.25, p<0.01). Figure 4 plots the data on speed of incremental innovations versus external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase. The figure provides some additional support for the hypothesized relationship. Further, in full support of H3 the combined results of H2 along with the above results show that incumbent firms that learn through internal knowledge creation during radical phase use learning through external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase. This in turn leads to the development of more incremental innovations.
Figure 4: Effect of learning during the incremental phase on speed of incremental innovations
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Additional insight

A closer look at the results of the GLM with instrumental variables (see Table 6) provides additional insight over and above our hypotheses. It shows, on the one hand, that learning through internal knowledge creation during the radical phase has a negative direct impact on the speed of incremental innovations (coefficient = -0.35, p<0.05). On the other hand, combined results for H2 and H3 provide support for the positive indirect impact of learning through internal knowledge creation during the radical phase on the speed of incremental innovations.

This means that we cannot use the results supporting H1, H2 and H3 alone as evidence for our thesis that incumbent firms that learn through internal knowledge creation during the radical phase are slow at radical innovation but fast at incremental innovation. Support for this thesis requires additional analysis that shows the positive indirect effect of...
internal knowledge creation during radical phase to be greater in magnitude than the negative direct effect of internal knowledge creation during radical phase on speed of incremental innovations. This additional analysis is discussed below.

Additional analysis

We calculate and compare the magnitude of the direct and indirect effects statistically by simultaneously solving the generic equations (2) and (3) which underline H2 and H3. Three-stage least squares estimation (3SLS) (Kmenta, 1997; Greene, 2003) is suitable for this purpose. Specifically, we simultaneously estimate the following two equations that underline H2 and H3:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Knowledge Transfer}^* &= \delta_0 + \delta_1 \text{Knowledge Creation}_i^* + \delta_2 \text{Profitability}_i^* + \delta_3 \text{Charter}_i^* \\
&\quad + \delta_4 \text{Asset concentration}_i^* + \delta_5 \text{Rurality}_i^* + \delta_6 \text{Preparedness}_i^* + \varepsilon_i, \\
\text{Speed Incremental}^* &= \kappa_0 + \kappa_1 \text{Knowledge Transfer}_i^* + \kappa_2 \text{Knowledge Creation}_i^* \\
&\quad + \kappa_3 \text{Profitability}_i^* + \kappa_4 \text{Charter}_i^* + \kappa_5 \text{Asset concentration}_i^* \\
&\quad + \kappa_6 \text{Rurality}_i^* + \kappa_7 \text{Preparedness}_i^* + \mu_i
\end{align*}
\]

where Knowledge Transfer = external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase; Knowledge Creation = internal knowledge creation during the radical phase; Speed Incremental = speed of incremental innovations; the other variables, Size, Charter, Asset concentration, Rurality and Preparedness are control variables.

Both of these equations have dependent variables that are count data and hence, are only approximately continuous. Though this violates the assumption of linearity within the 3SLS model specification, it is an approach used by Powell et al. (1996) and remains a useful way of comparing direct and indirect effects. Other count data models for endogeneity are still in their infancy and do not exactly coincide with our problem (see Blundell et al., 2002; Windmeijer and Santos, 1997; Mullahy, 1997).
Further, simultaneous estimation of Equations 6 and 7 requires them to be identified. Currently, Equation 6 is under identified. We use a measure of size (log of employees in 1994) as an additional exogenous variable during the 3SLS estimation so that the system of equations is just identified. We use standardised values for all variables during this estimation so that the coefficients are readily comparable.

**Results of additional analysis**

The results of this 3SLS estimation are provided in Tables 7a and 7b. The direct effect of internal knowledge creation during the radical phase on speed of incremental innovations is -0.49 (p<0.01) (See Table 7b). The calculation of the indirect effect of internal knowledge creation during the radical phase on speed of incremental innovations involves combination of:

i) The effect of internal knowledge creation during radical phase on external knowledge transfer during incremental phase (0.38, p<0.01) (see Table 7a), and

ii) The subsequent effect of external knowledge transfer during incremental phase on speed of incremental innovations (1.50, p<0.01) (see Table 7b).

Thus, the indirect effect of internal knowledge creation during the radical phase on speed of incremental innovations is a combination: 0.38 * 1.50 = 0.57.

We can now compare the magnitude of the direct and indirect effects. The positive indirect effect is 0.57, which is greater in magnitude than the negative direct effect of -0.49. This shows that the overall effect of internal knowledge creation during the radical phase on speed of incremental innovations is positive and significant. Results for H1, H2, H3 along with additional analysis provides support for our thesis that incumbent firms which learn through internal knowledge creation during the radical phase are slower at radical innovation but faster at incremental innovations.
Chapter 5: Discussion

In this study, we highlight the path-dependent nature of modes of learning during the innovation process and their role in influencing the speed of innovation over time. We argue that the path-dependent sequence of combination of internal knowledge creation during the radical phase followed by external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase leads to slow radical innovation but fast incremental innovations. On the other hand, any other sequence of combination starting with external knowledge transfer during the radical phase leads to relatively fast radical innovation but slow incremental innovations. These arguments explain how incumbent firms that are slow initially can be faster later at innovation over time relative to incumbent firms that are fast initially. Contrary to popular belief the arguments indicate that incumbent firms can either be fast at initial radical innovation or fast at subsequent incremental innovations, but not fast at both. Overall, the thesis indicates that a focus on being fast initially is not as beneficial in the long term as is a focus on initial internal learning.

The results support our central thesis that incumbent firms which learn through internal knowledge creation during the radical phase followed by external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase are slower at radical innovation but faster at incremental innovations compared to other firms. We find evidence for the path-dependent effect of internal knowledge creation during the radical phase on choice of external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase (see results for H2). We find that internal knowledge creation during the radical phase leads to slow radical innovation relative to external knowledge transfer during the radical phase (see results for H1). Finally, we show that the path-dependent combination of internal knowledge creation during the radical phase followed by external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase leads to more incremental innovations relative to other combinations of internal knowledge creation and
external knowledge transfer during the innovation process (see results for H2, H3 and additional analysis).

The results are applicable across varied sectors of activity when the sector is faced by a radical innovation in IT-based service. The sectors of activity could range from pure service industries to manufacturing goods industries to retailers. For example, incumbent firms in services industry like retail banking are faced by the radical innovation of online banking (Chandy et al., 2003). Similarly, incumbent firms that manufacture consumer goods like photographic silver halide films and cameras are faced by the radical innovation of digital photography (Santi, 2003). So the common criteria necessary across industries for the findings to be applicable is the introduction of a radical innovation in IT-based services.

The results are valid for certain firms in the business-to-business as well as the business-to-consumer context. These firms should be large incumbent firms that introduce the radical innovation during the radical phase. Hence, the results are not valid for new entrants or small incumbent firms or large incumbent firms that introduce the radical innovation only after the emergence of a dominant design of the radical innovation.

**Implications for practice**

This study offers practical insights into competition among incumbent firms at innovating over time. In doing so, we view innovation as a process. This is in contrast with the popular view of innovation as an output i.e. a single product or a service (see BusinessWeek, 2006).
More precisely, our study provides three clear strategic guidelines for practice so that incumbent firms can be faster than their competition at innovation over time.

Develop internally: We advise incumbent firms to use in-house technology development during the radical phase despite the resulting decrease in speed of radical innovation in the process. Our advice is contrary to the conventional wisdom that firms should form licensing agreements since they lead to faster innovation. For example, a recent cover story in BusinessWeek (2006) entitled, “Speed Demons,” quotes Azim Premji, Chairman of the Indian outsourcing firm, Wipro as saying “Our clients are under a lot of pressure to get new products faster into the market. Their core employment isn’t adequate for it, so they are looking for partners who can do it for them.”

In this study, we contend that incumbent firms which license are faster at radical innovation, but they fail to develop internal knowledge in the process. In contrast, incumbent firms that develop the technology in-house are slower at radical innovation, but they develop internal knowledge. We argue that developing internal knowledge initially is essential for competing at innovation in the long term because it develops important capabilities. Hence, we recommend incumbent firms to use in-house technology development during the radical phase instead of licensing agreements.

Develop internally then license: We show that incumbent firms which use in-house technology development during the radical phase form many licensing agreements during the incremental phase. We argue that such incumbent firms develop internal knowledge which is useful for efficiently adopting licensed components during the incremental phase. This ultimately leads to the use of many licensing agreements during the incremental phase. On the other hand, we show that incumbent firms that use licensing during the radical phase can form limited licensing agreements during the incremental phase. We argue that such incumbent firms do not develop internal knowledge. Hence, they are
'locked out' (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990) and unable to efficiently adopt licensed components during the incremental phase. This limits the use of licensing agreements during the incremental phase.

Our findings are in contrast to the current empirical research on path-dependence between modes of technology acquisition which expects firms that use one mode (say, licensing agreements) initially to continue using the same mode later (Hagedoorn and Duysters, 2002). Hence, in contrast to past research we advise incumbent firms to follow the path of in-house technology development during the radical phase followed by licensing agreements during the incremental phase instead of any other possible path.

*Live with trade offs:* We point out that incumbent firms are faster either at radical innovation or at incremental innovations, but not faster at both. We empirically demonstrate that incumbent firms that use the path of in-house technology development during the radical phase followed by licensing during the incremental phase will be relatively slow at radical innovation but fast at incremental innovations. On the other hand, incumbent firms that use either of the following two paths will be relatively fast at radical innovation but slow at incremental innovations. These paths involve licensing during the radical phase followed by in-house technology development during the incremental phase, or licensing during both phases of the innovation process.

These findings have two implications for practice. First, contrary to common belief licensing is beneficial to speed of innovation in the long term only when used at the right time and in the right sequence. This has further implications for resource allocation strategy of firms. Second, these results indicate that past literature and conventional wisdom that expect firms to be always fast at innovation (e.g., Robinson and Fornell, 1985; Robinson, 1988; BusinessWeek, 2006; Kitcho, 2001) are unrealistic in their expectation.
Hence, incumbent firms should be willing to trade-off short term gains obtained through the use of licensing agreements in the radical phase and instead choose to use in-house technology development during the radical phase so as to win the innovation race in the long term.

**Implications for research**

Our study uses the knowledge-based view of the firm to advance theoretical knowledge regarding the nature of learning and develop conceptual understanding of this view in the context of dynamic environments.

First, we use the knowledge-based view of the firm to conceptually and empirically reveal the nature of path-dependency in learning during the innovation process. Past literature has failed to study path dependency in learning during the innovation process (see Cohen and Levinthal, 1994; Pisano, 1990; Hagedoorn and Duysters, 2002). Hence, current knowledge on path dependency in the innovation context would assume that firms which use one mode of learning during the radical phase will continue to use the same mode of learning during the incremental phase. Instead, we develop conceptual arguments based on interchange between codified and un-codified knowledge (Nonaka, 1994) to show that radical and incremental phases require different modes of learning. Hence, contrary to some past empirical research, (e.g., Pisano, 1990) we are able to show that incumbent firms that learn through internal knowledge creation during the radical phase are more likely to learn through external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase than incumbent firms that learn through external knowledge transfer during the radical phase.
Second, we build on the dynamic theory of organizational knowledge creation (Nonaka, 1994) to conceptually reveal the dynamics of learning during the innovation process. Past literature takes a static view of learning and focuses on combining modes of learning at a point in time in the context of innovations (e.g. Rosenkopf and Nerkar, 2001; Tsai, 2001; Prabhu et al., 2005). In contrast, we take a dynamic view and provide sequential combinations of modes of learning or knowledge creation paths through which incumbent firms can learn. In so doing, we map the interchange between un-codified and codified knowledge for each path. Finally, we develop arguments based on this interchange between codified and un-codified knowledge to explain the impact of different knowledge creation paths on the speed of radical and incremental innovations.

Third, we use the knowledge-based view of the firm to develop the related but broader evolutionary theory of the firm (Teece and Pisano, 1994; Teece et al., 1997; Barney, 2001; Levinthal and Myatt, 1994; Karim and Mitchell, 2000). Past literature on evolutionary theory of the firm has regarded knowledge creation processes to be a ‘dynamic capability’ (Zollo and Winter, 2002; Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000, Teece et al., 1997). Researchers have stressed the need to understand better the nature of dynamic capabilities like knowledge creation processes, and how their effectiveness changes over time (Rothaermel, 2001). Barney et al. (2001, p.632) have also pointed out that, “Our understanding of dynamic capabilities is limited and thus these capabilities, and the way they can generate competitive advantages, deserve a great deal of empirical attention”. We address this gap in the literature by empirically showing that the knowledge creation process within a firm has a changing effect on innovation over time. Incumbent firms that learn through internal knowledge creation during the radical phase followed by external knowledge transfer during the incremental phase have a negative effect on speed of radical innovation but a positive effect on speed of incremental innovations. Similarly, incumbent firms that learn through external knowledge transfer during the radical phase followed by
internal knowledge creation during the incremental phase have a positive effect on speed of radical innovation but a negative effect on speed of incremental innovations. Thus, by using the knowledge-based view of the firm, we shed light on the nature of dynamic capabilities and hence, develop the evolutionary theory of the firm.

**Limitations and suggestions for future research**

Our study is not without limitations. There are conceptual as well as empirical limitations that can be addressed in future studies. First, we do not consider learning through external un-codified knowledge transfer in the path-dependent sequence of modes of learning during the innovation process. It is likely that at a point in time incumbent firms would require to learn through external un-codified knowledge transfer (see Cavusgil et al., 2003; Agrawal, 2006). Further research in path-dependency during the innovation process should consider the particular sequence in which choice of learning through external un-codified knowledge is likely to occur.

In addition, certain aspects of the learning path during the innovation process remain unstudied. Our study explains the path-dependent choice of mode of learning during the incremental phase but not for the radical phase. An explanation for choice of mode of learning during the radical phase is missing in this study. Future research in this direction would provide more insight into the path-dependent nature of learning during the innovation process.

Second, this study focuses on surviving incumbent firms in a single industry. This raises two issues. Regarding the inclusion of non-survivors in our study, Golder and Tellis (1993) have pointed out that research on effect of speed of innovation on market share needs to account for survivors as well as non-survivors. This is because firms that are fast
at radical innovation are expected to have higher rates of non-survivors. We do not expect a significant change in our results if we include non-survivors in the sample. In fact we expect an inclusion of non-survivors to strengthen our results. Incumbent firms that are fast at radical innovation are expected to have more non-survivors than firms that are slow at radical innovation. This should reinforce our results in which incumbent firms that are fast are radical innovation are expected to be slower at incremental innovations over time compared to firms that are slow at radical innovation.

In addition, we study the development of a single radical innovation in IT-based services i.e. online banking in the retail banking industry. This means our empirical context is limited to a single industry. However, it is possible to generalize the results from online banking to other services or manufacturing industries that have faced radical innovation in IT-based services. This view is shared by previous papers that study innovations in a single industry (e.g. Prabhu et al., 2005; Chandy et al., 2003; Chandy and Tellis, 1998; Shankar et al., 1998). Nevertheless, future research can look across industries and across nations so as to enhance the external validity and verify the generalizability of our results.

Finally, we used a linear 3SLS model for additional analysis which might be considered inappropriate because of the count nature of our dependent variables. Nonetheless, we performed this analysis by assuming that the dependent variables are approximately continuous. Future research could use more sophisticated nonlinear modelling which is currently in its infancy (see Blundell et al., 2002; Windmeijer and Santos, 1997; Mullahy, 1997).
Conclusion

Our study asks: how should incumbent firms innovate in IT-based services in the long term? We show that incumbent firms should be slow and steady during the innovation race instead of focusing on being fast at initial radical innovation. Specifically, we find that incumbent firms that learn through internal knowledge creation initially are slow at initial radical innovation but fast at subsequent incremental innovations. On the other hand, incumbent firms that learn through external knowledge transfer initially are fast at initial radical innovation but are unable to be fast at subsequent incremental innovations. This contradicts the common research and the prevailing belief among managers that being fast at initial radical innovation is always good. We advise incumbent firms to focus on internal learning initially and remain content with being a tortoise rather than a hare in the long innovation race.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs</th>
<th>Conceptual Variables</th>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Data Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Innovation during radical phase</td>
<td>Speed of radical innovation</td>
<td>Number of months to introduce basic online transactional banking after 1st May 1995</td>
<td>Internet Archives, Thomson Directory of Online Banking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation during incremental phase</td>
<td>Speed of incremental innovations</td>
<td>Number of incremental innovations</td>
<td>Browsing of Banks’ Websites in December 2003, News Archives on Banks’ Websites, News Archives on Technology Vendors’ Websites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning during incremental phase</td>
<td>External knowledge transfer during incremental phase</td>
<td>Number of licensing agreements</td>
<td>Bank Systems and Technology, SDC Platinum, Factiva, News Archives on Banks’ Websites, News Archives on Technology Vendors’ Websites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning during radical phase</td>
<td>Internal knowledge creation during radical phase</td>
<td>Presence of in-house or licensed web servers and online banking platform</td>
<td>Inter NIC, Online Banking Report, Telephonic Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Variables</td>
<td>Size, Profitability, Charter, Asset concentration, Rurality, Preparedness</td>
<td>Log of employees, Deposits; Log of ROA, National vs. State Charter, Commercial vs. Consumer asset specialization, Average degree of rurality, Number of months to register domain name after 2nd February, 1991</td>
<td>FDIC, Economic Research Service, Website, Inter NIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed of radical innovation</td>
<td>Deviation</td>
<td>40.50 (10.23)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed of incremental innovations</td>
<td>Deviation</td>
<td>2.92 (1.94)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External knowledge transfer</td>
<td>Deviation</td>
<td>1.27 (2.47)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal knowledge creation</td>
<td>Deviation</td>
<td>0.54 (0.65)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>Deviation</td>
<td>6.63 (1.82)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profitability</td>
<td>Deviation</td>
<td>0.12 (0.52)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charter</td>
<td>Deviation</td>
<td>0.52 (0.50)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asset Concentration</td>
<td>Deviation</td>
<td>0.35 (0.48)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rurality</td>
<td>Deviation</td>
<td>1.87 (1.63)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparedness</td>
<td>Deviation</td>
<td>49.2 (27.84)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>innovation</th>
<th>incremental innovations</th>
<th>knowledge transfer</th>
<th>knowledge creation</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Profitability</th>
<th>Charter</th>
<th>Concentration</th>
<th>Rurality</th>
<th>Preparedness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-0.30***</td>
<td>-0.49***</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>-0.40***</td>
<td>0.13*</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.48***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>-0.30***</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.50***</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.57***</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.14*</td>
<td>0.17**</td>
<td>-0.46***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>-0.49***</td>
<td>0.50***</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.39***</td>
<td>0.66***</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.23**</td>
<td>0.27***</td>
<td>-0.14*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.39***</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.30***</td>
<td>0.25**</td>
<td>-0.27***</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.63</td>
<td>-0.40***</td>
<td>0.57***</td>
<td>0.66***</td>
<td>0.30***</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.16*</td>
<td>0.24**</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.25**</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>0.18**</td>
<td>0.16*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.13*</td>
<td>-0.14*</td>
<td>-0.23**</td>
<td>-0.27***</td>
<td>-0.16*</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>0.17**</td>
<td>0.27***</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.24**</td>
<td>-0.18**</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.14*</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.16*</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>0.48***</td>
<td>-0.46***</td>
<td>-0.51***</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>-0.55***</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1
Table 3
Effect of Internal Knowledge Creation during Radical Phase on Speed of Radical Innovation (H1)

*Cox proportional hazards model*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th>Robust Coefficient (Standard Error)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal knowledge creation during radical phase</td>
<td>-0.28* (0.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size (lnemp94) *</td>
<td>0.19*** (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charter</td>
<td>0.39* (0.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asset concentration</td>
<td>0.04 (0.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rurality</td>
<td>-0.09 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Pseudo-likelihood</td>
<td>-260.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wald $\chi^2$</td>
<td>16.43***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *Replacing by Profitability & other Size measures gives similar results

***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1
Table 4
Weighted Schoenfeld Residual Score Test

Test of proportional hazards assumption

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th>Chi$^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal knowledge creation during radical phase</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size (lnemp94)</td>
<td>1.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charter</td>
<td>4.17**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asset concentration</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rurality index</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global test</td>
<td>8.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Robust variance-covariance matrix used  
***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1
Table 5  
Effect of Internal Knowledge Creation during Radical Phase on External Knowledge Transfer during Incremental Phase (H2)  

Zero-Inflated Poisson Regression  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th>IRR (Standard Error)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal knowledge creation during radical phase</td>
<td>1.67* (0.51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profitability (lnroa94)</td>
<td>0.70 (0.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charter</td>
<td>1.89** (0.56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asset concentration</td>
<td>0.89 (0.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rurality</td>
<td>1.08 (0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparedness</td>
<td>0.99 (0.00)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| N                                             | 75                   |
| Log Likelihood                                | -90.98               |
| $\chi^2$ LR                                  | 34.20***             |

Note: ***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1
Table 6
Effect of External Knowledge Transfer during Incremental Phase on Speed of Incremental Innovations (H3)

*GLM with IV*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th>Coefficient (Standard Error)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>External Knowledge Transfer during incremental Phase</td>
<td>0.25*** (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Knowledge Creation during radical Phase</td>
<td>-0.35** (0.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profitability (lnroa94)</td>
<td>-0.02 (0.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charter</td>
<td>-0.10 (0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asset concentration</td>
<td>0.16 (0.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rurality</td>
<td>0.00 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparedness</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>0.85* (0.47)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N 75
Deviance 83.39

Note: ***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1
Table 7a

Direct and Indirect Effect of Internal Knowledge Creation during Radical Phase on Speed of Incremental Innovations

3SLS: Equation 6: Dependent variable is external knowledge transfer during incremental phase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th>Standardised Coefficient (Standard Error)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal knowledge creation during radical phase</td>
<td>0.38*** (0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profitability (lnroa94)</td>
<td>-0.14 (0.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charter</td>
<td>0.05 (0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asset concentration</td>
<td>-0.15 (0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rurality index</td>
<td>-0.02 (0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparedness</td>
<td>-0.42*** (0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>0.03 (0.09)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N 75

R² 0.41

Note: ***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1
**Table 7 b**
Direct and Indirect Effect of Internal Knowledge Creation during Radical Phase on Speed of Incremental Innovations

3SLS: Equation 7: Dependent variable is speed of incremental innovations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th>Standardised Coefficient (Standard Error)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal knowledge creation during radical phase (Standardized value)</td>
<td>-0.49*** (0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External knowledge transfer during incremental phase (Standardized value)</td>
<td>1.50*** (0.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profitability (lnroa94) (Standardized value)</td>
<td>0.02 (0.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charter (Standardized value)</td>
<td>-0.11 (0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asset concentration (Standardized value)</td>
<td>0.17 (0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rurality index (Standardized value)</td>
<td>0.001 (0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparedness (Standardized value)</td>
<td>0.20 (0.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>0.04 (0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>-0.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1
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